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Abstract Streamflows are influenced by various hydro-

climatic variables in complex ways. Accurate prediction of

monthly streamflows requires a clear understanding of the

dependence patterns among these influencing variables and

streamflows. A graphical modeling technique, employing

conditional independence, is adopted in this study to

quantify the interrelationships between streamflows and a

suite of available hydroclimatic variables, and to identify a

reduced set of relevant variables for parsimonious model

development. The nodes in the undirected graph represent

relevant variables, and the strengths of the connections

among the variables are learnt from the data. The graphical

modeling approach is compared to the state-of-the-art

method for predictor selection based on partial mutual

information. For a synthetic benchmark dataset and a

watershed in southern Indiana, USA, the graphical mod-

eling approach shows more discriminating results while

being computationally efficient. Along with artificial neural

networks and time series models, results of the graphical

model are used for formulating a variational relevance

vector machine to predict monthly streamflows and per-

form probabilistic classification of hydrologic droughts in

the watershed being studied. The parsimonious models

developed for prediction at different lead times performed

as well as the non-parsimonious models during both the

calibration and testing periods. Drought forecasting for the

study watershed at 1-month lead time was performed using

the two selected predictors—soil moisture and precipita-

tion anomalies alone, and the model performance was

evaluated. The graphical model shows promise as a tool for

predictor selection, and for aiding parsimonious model

development applications in statistical hydrology.

Keywords Graphical model � Conditional independence �
Hydroclimatology � Probabilistic classification �
Hydrologic droughts � Streamflows

1 Introduction

Prediction of streamflows is an important component of

hydrologic modeling, water quality, resource management

and impact assessment studies. The utility of models in

analysis and design of water resources systems is well

known, be it for understanding the processes involved, to

simulate system behavior and interactions, and to perform

risk analysis (Praskievicz and Chang 2009). Hydrologists

and water engineers around the globe have built robust

prediction and forecasting models, yet there are several

uncertainties associated with spatial and temporal vari-

ability in hydrological variables replicated in these models

(Tian et al. 2014; Livneh and Lettenmaier 2012). Unplan-

ned excess or shortage of water supply affects the socio-

economic status of dependent areas through floods or

droughts (Alcamo et al. 2007; Burn et al. 2008).

Monthly streamflow prediction at a basin scale is a

challenging problem because of the complex roles of
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multiple interacting hydro-climatic variables that contrib-

ute to flow generation. Precipitation and evaporation are

acknowledged drivers of streamflow (Najjar 1999; Chen

et al. 2012). In addition, soil moisture affects streamflow

generation by controlling the partition of rainfall into

runoff and infiltration (Western et al. 1999; Aubert et al.

2003). Soil moisture possesses an intrinsic memory longer

than several weeks to months (Entin et al. 2000; Koster

et al. 2010), and hence, including soil moisture may

enhance streamflow modeling at seasonal lead times

(Anctil et al. 2008; Mahanama et al. 2008). Variables such

as temperature, pressure and wind speed are also important

for determining streamflows, as they control evapotrans-

piration losses and subsequently the amount of soil mois-

ture. Surface air temperature, evaporation and mean sea

level pressure are known to influence the magnitude and

occurrence of rainfall over a region, and consequently

streamflows (Ward 1992; Parthasarathy et al. 1993; Tren-

berth 1999). Thus, while streamflows are known to depend

on various hydroclimatic variables, dependence patterns

among these predictor variables and streamflows are site-

specific, and methods for identifying relevant predictor

variables are needed for forecasting purposes.

Competent predictor selection is an important part of the

development of skillful forecast models (Makkeasorn et al.

2008), and poses a challenge for streamflow prediction

models. Apart from selecting variables based on our

understanding of the physical system (Robertson and Wang

2009), temporal relations between the predictor set and

predictand need to be accounted for using techniques such

as time series correlation and cross-correlation analyses

(Besaw et al. 2010). Inclusion of all possible hydroclimatic

variables that govern streamflows at a basin scale, and at

multiple lags, will yield a prohibitively large number of

variables in the predictor set resulting in highly complex

prediction models and pose serious challenges in parameter

estimation, in addition to being burdened with redundancy.

Prioritizing the relevant features in the vast set of

potential predictor variables has several advantages:

(i) better understanding of the data, (ii) improvement in

classification of extremes, and (iii) avoiding the curse of

dimensionality. Feature transform techniques (principal

components analysis, PCA, and independent component

analysis, ICA), and feature selection algorithms (wrapper,

filter and online methods) have been used in several clas-

sification and pattern recognition studies (Maity et al. 2013;

Maier et al. 2010; Crone and Kourentzes 2010; Peng et al.

2005; Hsu et al. 2002). Wrapper approaches utilize the

performance of the resulting model to select the relevant

features, whereas online methods incrementally add/

remove variables during model development (Bonev

2010). Filter approaches, on the other hand, perform sta-

tistical tests on the variable set, and extract input features

possessing maximum mutual information with the desired

output. In this regard, Sharma et al. (2000) used partial

mutual information (PMI) to identify predictors of quar-

terly rainfall from a suite of hydroclimatic variables, and

Hejazi and Cai (2009) employed minimum redundancy

maximum relevance (MRMR) algorithm based on mutual

information for input variable selection (IIS) in a reservoir

release prediction model. The PMI criterion facilitated

selection of predictors by considering the partial or addi-

tional dependence added by a new variable to an existing

predictor set. Bowden et al. (2005) investigated utility of

two approaches: PMI in conjunction with general regres-

sion neural network (GRNN), and self-organizing map

(SOM) with hybrid genetic algorithm (GA)–GRNN for

input selection. Based on tests on synthetic data sets whose

dependence relations are known, PMI-based method

selected all significant inputs unlike the SOM–GAGRNN

method that required an appropriate objective function and

involved additional parameters (population size and num-

ber of generations) of the genetic algorithm. A major

drawback in applying the PMI algorithm to large data sets

is the computational burden in computing the 95th per-

centile randomized sample statistic (May et al. 2008).

Modifications were made to the PMI algorithm-based

predictor selection by May et al. (2008) and Fernando et al.

(2009), using a Hampel distance-based score (Davies and

Gather 1993) as the termination criterion. Besides, there

are ranking measures for variables based on information

theory such as Shannon entropy, Kullback–Leibler mea-

sure, Euclidian distance, and Kolmogorov dependence that

are commonly used in machine learning (Bonev 2010).

Several hydrologic studies have used correlations and

partial correlations between the predictors and predictand,

in an iterative fashion, to extract the most useful predictors

(Phatak et al. 2011; Traveria et al. 2010; Prasad et al.

2010). In addition to these, Gamma test (GT), and forward

selection (FS) are other popular techniques employed to

reduce the dimensionality of an input variable set (Noori

et al. 2011, Moghaddamnia et al. 2009). Maity and Kashid

(2011) developed a Birnbaum importance measure-based

technique to identify the set of important inputs from an

initial pool of predictor variables. A tree-based iterative IIS

scheme was recently proposed by Galelli and Castelletti

(2013), yielding a rapid predictor selection algorithm.

However, the sensitivity of this model to parameters

requires trial and error based fine-tuning for the regression

problem.

When multiple predictors are likely to govern the

response of hydrological systems, probabilistic graphical

models offer an attractive model-free method (i.e. by

avoiding model performance assessment) for parsimonious

predictor selection. A graphical model is a family of

probability density functions that incorporate a specific set
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of conditional independence constraints listed in an inde-

pendence graph (Jordan 2004; Jensen and Nielsen 2007;

Whittaker 2009). A graph can therefore be perceived as a

compact representation of interdependencies that exist in a

multivariate distribution as well as a skeleton for factor-

izing a distribution. Establishing a graphical model is a

powerful way of summarizing the interactions manifest

within a set of variables. The technique offers (i) simplicity

in condensing the multivariate data set without eliminating

or obscuring any interesting associations, (ii) an ability to

quantify the interrelationships between several variables by

utilizing conditional independencies among variables, and

(iii) an intuitive framework for statistical analysis of con-

tinuous data summarized by a correlation matrix (Lauritzen

1996; Whittaker 2009). Graphical models are useful for

describing and understanding many natural phenomena

(Fiori et al. 2012). Multi-scale graphical models were used

in climate dynamics to capture the interactions among

Gaussian random variables in satellite imagery (Willsky

2002) and to model spatial and temporal patterns of rainfall

observed at multiple stations (Ihler et al. 2007). Yu et al.

(2012) proposed a copula Gaussian graphical model to

capture the conditional dependence among extreme events

across space, which could then be used to predict extreme

values at unmonitored sites.

Once the predictor set has been identified, prediction

models for streamflows can be built from the selected hy-

droclimatic variables using state-of-the-art regression

techniques. Linear regression, artificial neural networks

(ANNs), and autoregressive moving average models

(ARMA) are popular approaches (Bowden et al. 2005;

Wang et al. 2009; Gao et al. 2010). Kernel-based approa-

ches such as support vector machines (SVMs) and rele-

vance vector machines (RVMs) have found several

applications in hydrologic studies, and yield good predic-

tions (Khalil et al. 2005; Asefa et al. 2006; Tripathi et al.

2006; Ghosh and Mujumdar 2008; Karamouz et al. 2009;

Dogan et al. 2009; Maity et al. 2010; Tripathi and Gov-

indaraju 2007, 2011; Kisi and Cimen 2011; Hoque et al.

2012). Variational RVMs (VRVMs; Bishop and Tipping

2000; Faul and Tipping 2001), for instance, operate in a

fully Bayesian paradigm to deal with outliers that other-

wise affect model robustness.

The main objective of this paper is to propose graphical

models as a novel approach to predictor selection for

monthly streamflow prediction. The conditional indepen-

dence structure between the predictand variable and pre-

dictors is extracted using a Gaussian graphical modeling

technique to find the relevant predictors, and then this

reduced variable set is utilized for streamflow prediction.

The proposed method of identifying predictor variables is

shown to be superior to state-of-the-art methods. To the

best of our knowledge, such a graphical modeling-based

approach for supervised predictor selection from a pool of

interdependent hydroclimatic variables has not been eval-

uated in hydrologic applications. Following predictor

selection, monthly streamflows for different lead times in

future up to 4 months are forecasted using the reduced set

of predictors at current time step and three statistical

models, namely ANNs, autoregressive moving average

model with exogenous inputs (ARMAX), and variational

relevance vector machines (VRVM), to demonstrate the

robustness of the predictor selection method across a suite

of models. The application of this method is demonstrated

for probabilistic classification of hydrologic droughts at

monthly time step over a watershed in Indiana. The

remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,

details are provided for the study area and data used for the

present analysis. Section 3 describes the graphical model-

based predictor selection methodology and its application

to test cases and to future streamflows over the study area,

followed by results and discussion in Sect. 4. Summary and

conclusions derived from the study are presented in

Sect. 5.

2 Study area and data used

2.1 Study area

The study was carried out over an agricultural watershed in

southern Indiana, USA. The watershed extending from

38�340N to 39�490N and 85�240W to 86�310W spreads over

6,259 square kilometers, and is a subwatershed in the Ohio

River basin, delineated based on unregulated USGS

streamflow station 03371500 (East Fork White River near

Bedford, Indiana). The study area predominantly includes

forested land followed by agricultural land. Figure 1 shows

a map of the study area with the delineated stream network.

The choice of the study area was motivated by the fact that

drought analyses need to be conducted for unimpaired

watersheds, where streamflows have not been influenced

by upstream diversions, dams, or storage reservoirs.

2.2 Data used

Over the US region, Huang et al. (1996) had identified

precipitation, temperature, runoff, and evaporation as

variables of interest at a basin scale for soil moisture

modeling studies. Along similar lines, soil moisture, pre-

cipitation, temperature, runoff, and evaporation were

identified as relevant variables for streamflow prediction

over the study area. These data sets have been made

available by National Weather Service (NWS)-Climate

Prediction Center (CPC) established by National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Out of these
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five variables, precipitation and temperature are observa-

tional records. Runoff has been calculated from the

observed precipitation, using the procedure described in

Georgakakos (1986). Evaporation was obtained using

temperature records and by using the relationship in

Thornthwaite (1948). Further, soil moisture was estimated

by Huang et al. (1996) using the leaky bucket model.

Nearly 10 grid points were identified relevant for the study

Fig. 1 Map of study area showing grids of observed hydroclimatic data
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area at a resolution of 0.5� 9 0.5� and monthly CPC data

from 1958 to 2010 were used for the first five variables

listed in Table 1. Monthly streamflow data from 1958 to

2010 recorded at the USGS 03371500 (Fig. 1) were uti-

lized in this study. Two other variables—mean sea level

pressure and wind speed—were also included in the ana-

lysis to examine the capability of the graphical modeling

technique in identifying and discarding extraneous vari-

ables. The National Center for Environmental Prediction-

National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR)

reanalysis 1 project data (Kalnay et al. 1996) were used as

proxy data for mean sea level pressure, and zonal (U-wind)

and meridional (V-wind) wind speeds near the surface. The

variable wind speed data (resultants of zonal and meridi-

onal winds) were utilized in the analysis. The monthly data

for these variables were obtained for the period 1958–2010

at a spatial resolution of 2.5� 9 2.5�, for 4 relevant grid

points around the study area (Fig. 1).

3 Methodology

The method requires data processing and quantification of

the conditional independence structure between different

variables using graph theory. Details regarding initial data

processing and the adopted graphical modeling technique

are provided in this section.

3.1 Data processing

Data for different variables of interest are available at

various grid points within and in the neighborhood of the

watershed being studied (Fig. 1). Using Thiessen polygon

approach, grid station data were averaged over the entire

study area to obtain a single monthly time series for each

variable. The monthly anomaly time series were con-

structed from all variables by subtracting their respective

monthly means. With appropriate transformations, it was

ensured that the predictors and predictand follow a normal

distribution, so as to identify the connections using a

Gaussian graphical model, and thus the potential predictors

for developing a probabilistic streamflow forecasting

model.

3.2 Graphical models

3.2.1 Identifying the conditional independence structure

Conditional independence is the cornerstone of graphical

modeling technique, offering ease of interpretation and

application (Lauritzen 1996). In this study we consider use

of Gaussian graphical models, i.e. multivariate Gaussian

distributions defined on undirected graphs, where the nodes

denote variables and the edges provide an idea of statistical

dependence structure (Malioutov et al. 2006). A Gaussian

graphical model is therefore an undirected graph

G = (V; E) where V is the set of nodes (or vertices) and

E is the set of edges connecting pairs of jointly Gaussian

variables. Specifically, Gaussian graphical models facili-

tate the development of sparse and statistically sound

models for forecasting applications (Bach and Jordan

2004). Several steps are involved in identifying the con-

ditional independence structure for a multivariate Gaussian

distribution and are listed below (see Edwards 2000;

Whittaker 2009).

Let X = (X1, X2, …, Xk) be a k-dimensional multivari-

ate Gaussian random variable with mean vector l~¼
ðl~1; l~2; . . .; l~kÞ and covariance matrix J such that

Jij ¼ Cov ðXi;XjÞ. In the present context, the vector

X includes both the predictand and predictor variables.

For a finite data set of size N, the sample mean and

variance may be denoted by l̂~ and
^
V~. Let S denote the

inverse of the sample covariance matrix (also called as

precision matrix). The precision matrix is rescaled, so that

each row is divided by the corresponding diagonal element.

Scði; jÞ ¼ Sði; jÞ=Sði; iÞ ð1Þ

The off-diagonal elements of the rescaled precision

matrix are set to zero if they are smaller than a specified

threshold. The threshold value chosen for pruning the

inverse scaled precision matrix was adopted corresponding

to a 5 % significance level for the length of the record. The

information stored in scaled precision matrix is used to

construct the conditional independence graph, such that a

zero term in the scaled precision matrix corresponds to the

absence of an edge between two variables (Dempster

1972). The variables that share strong relationships with

the predictand variable are shown in the graph. Once the

conditional independence graph between different vari-

ables is obtained, the next step is to determine the con-

nection strengths. In the case of k-dimensional multivariate

Gaussian random variable X = (X1, X2, X3, …, Xk), the

Table 1 List of variables considered in the analysis

Sl. no Variables used Unit Period

1 Soil moisture mm 1958–2010

2 Precipitation mm 1958–2010

3 Temperature �C 1958–2010

4 Runoff mm 1958–2010

5 Evaporation mm 1958–2010

6 Sea level pressure mbar 1958–2010

7 Wind speed m/s 1958–2010

8 Streamflow m3/s 1958–2010
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information divergence for measuring the conditional

independence of X1 and X2 when (X3, …, Xk) are given, for

instance, is a simple function of the partial correlation

between X1 and X2 when (X3, …, Xk) are given. This

conditional information is expressed as

Inf ðX1;X2jX3; . . .;XkÞ
¼ �0:5 logf1� corr2ðX1;X2jX3; . . .;XkÞg ð2Þ

This expression is based on the concept of Kullback–

Leibler information divergence (Cover and Thomas 1991)

between two density functions and Shannon entropy.

Equation (2) gives a measure of the strength of a connec-

tion in the independence graph. For visualization purposes,

stronger connections (strength greater than the threshold)

between variables are denoted by thick black lines and

weaker ones by lighter shaded edges.

3.2.2 Model performance on synthetic data

The performance of the proposed graphical model-based

predictor selection was first evaluated using a test case

whose conditional independence structure is known a pri-

ori. In this example, Y is the predictand, and variables

X1, X2, X3, X4 are randomly generated from different

Gaussian distributions (mean and standard deviation are

given in the parenthesis), and X5, X6 are functions of X3, X1

respectively. Predictor variables for Y are X3, X4 and X6:

Predictors: X1 ¼ Nð120; 15Þ; X2 ¼ Nð479; 47Þ;
X3 ¼ Nð30; 5Þ; X4 ¼ Nð300; 134Þ; X5 ¼ X2

3 ; X6 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi

X1

p

Predictand: Y ¼ 14X3 þ 12X4 � X6 þ 8

ð3Þ

The pruned inverse scaled precision matrix for this test

case identified three predictors: X3, X4, and X6. Even

though X5 is a function of X3, and X1 is a function of X6,

and are considered in the initial predictor set, the graphical

model-based predictor selection algorithm discarded X1

and X5 in the presence of variables X6 and X3 respectively,

implying conditional independence of the selected inputs.

Further analysis showed that for the same synthetic model

structure, even if the predictors were non-Gaussian, the

predictor selection remained consistent.

For identifying predictors, Sharma (2000) utilized PMI

on five synthetic stochastic linear models and two non-

linear models. The stopping criterion for the predictor

selection algorithm comprised of ascertaining whether the

computed PMI was greater than the 95th percentile

randomized sample PMI. However, for the synthetic non-

linear two variable threshold autoregressive order 2

model (TAR 2) in their test data set, the PMI criterion

could not correctly identify the predictors, as the method

selected an additional predictor, as observed by Sharma

(2000). Since this was the most challenging synthetic

data, the TAR 2 model was selected for testing the

graphical modeling technique. The TAR 2 model is

given by:

xt ¼ �0:5xt�6 þ 0:5xt�10 þ 0:1et if xt�6� 0

0:8xt�10 þ 0:1et if xt�6 [ 0 ð4Þ

where xt is a non-linear time series, and et is Gaussian

noise. The predictor set consists of 15 previous values of xt

(i.e. xt-1, xt-2, …, xt-15). Additional details of this syn-

thetic data set can be obtained from Sharma (2000).

The pruned inverse scaled precision matrix for this

model identified two predictors: xt–10 and xt–6 in decreasing

order of their connection strengths. The threshold value for

pruning the graph was based on the length of the data, as

described in the previous section. PMI-based selection had

wrongly identified an additional predictor for this test case,

and calculation of the 95th percentile randomized sample

statistic required substantial computing effort as it involved

bootstrapping the predictand variable numerous times

(*100) to determine the 95th percentile confidence limits.

Results of graphical model-based predictor selection for

the above model indicated that the proposed methodology

was better, computationally efficient, and accurate in

identifying predictors when compared to PMI-based

algorithm.

3.3 Streamflow prediction modeling

Using the proposed graphical modeling approach, predic-

tors were identified for the monthly streamflow anomaly

prediction model. Datasets for calibration period were used

to identify the structure of conditional independence graph

between all the variables. After pruning the graph by using

only variables connecting to streamflow anomaly, the final

subset of variables formed the dataset for a parsimonious

prediction model. For notational convenience, the pre-

dictand variable is labeled as Y, and the remaining vari-

ables in the reduced set as X~sel. The conditional

independence structure implies Y is independent of X~ �
X~sel � Y given X~sel. Since the ordering of variables is

arbitrary, let the reduced predictor set be denoted as:

X~sel ¼ ðX1;X2; . . .;XrÞ ð5Þ

where r B k - 1 and indicates the degree of dimensonality

reduction achieved by the conditional graph. The perfor-

mances of statistical models incorporating the whole pre-

dictor set X~ � Y , and selected predictors X~sel were

compared to establish the merits of using graphical models

as a means of parsimonious selection of input variables.
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3.3.1 Statistical models for streamflow prediction

The regression model for streamflow prediction used in the

present study is VRVM. Additionally, ANNs and ARMAX

models were used to compare performance of the parsi-

monious and non-parsimonious models. The performance

statistics-coefficient of determination (R2), Nash–Sutcliffe

efficiency (E), and root mean square error (RMSE) were

employed to judge the predictive capabilities of the

models.

VRVM differs from standard RVM in its complete

Bayesian treatment of RVM using principles of variational

inference (Bishop and Tipping 2000). A brief description

of VRVM model is provided here, further details of which

can be obtained from Bishop and Tipping (2000) and

Tripathi and Govindaraju (2007, 2011). Given N observa-

tions of a set of input vectors X = {xi} and output Y = {yi}

where i = 1, …, N such that xi denotes the ith observation

in a d-dimensional space i.e. xi = [xi1, …, xid], the pre-

dictand–predictor relationship in VRVM framework can be

represented as

yi ¼ f ðx;wÞ þ e ¼
X

M

m¼1

wm/mðxiÞ þ e ¼ wTUþ e ð6Þ

where e * N(e|0, re
2) is the Gaussian error term with mean

zero and variance re
2 (with precision se = re

-2). w = {wm}

are the weights associated with the basis functions

U = {/m}, and m = 1, 2, …, M. The non-linear basis

function or the kernel function K, chosen in this applica-

tion is a Gaussian or radial basis function (RBF) defined as:

/ij ¼ Kðxi; xjÞ ¼ exp �
X

d

k¼1

xik � xjk

� �2

r2
jk

 !

ð7Þ

where rj
!¼ ½rj1; . . .; rjd� is the width of the RBF kernel,

which is assumed to be constant for all K(•, •), and here-

after referred to as the kernel width parameter rker.

The conditional distribution of the output variable given

the input vector is Gaussian, and hence, the likelihood of

the data set is of the form

pðyjx;w; r2
kerÞ ¼

Y

N

i¼1

1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2pr2
ker

p exp � 1

2r2
ker

yi � f ðxi;wÞ½ �2
� �

ð8Þ

The model bias and weight vectors are then assigned

prior distributions (hierarchical priors) of the form

pðwm; amÞ ¼ Nðwmj0; a�1
m Þ where m ¼ 1; . . .;M ð9Þ

where am is the hyperparameter assigned to wm. Unlike the

standard RVM, VRVM assigns hyperpriors for each of the

hyperparameters and noise variance:

pðamÞ ¼ Gammaðamja0; b0Þ where m ¼ 1; . . .;M

pðseÞ ¼ Gammaðsejc0; d0Þ
ð10Þ

The priors were made non-informative to avoid initial

bias, by setting a0 = b0 = c0 = d0 = 10-3 (Tripathi and

Govindaraju 2011). In the above described Gaussian kernel

VRVM model framework, the predictive distribution is

given by

Pðyjx;X; YÞ ¼
ZZ

Pðyjx;w; seÞPðw; sejX; YÞ dw dse ð11Þ

The true posterior P(w, se|X, Y) is then approximated by

factorizing the joint distribution of parameters into inde-

pendent distributions denoted by Q, using variational

principles (i.e.,

Pðw; sejX; YÞ � Qðw; seÞ ¼ QwðwÞ QseðseÞ). Upon further

simplifications that are detailed in Bishop and Tipping

(2000), the predictive distribution in Eq. (11) becomes

Pðyjx;X; YÞ ¼
Z

Pðyjx;w; seh iÞ QwðwÞ dw

¼ NðyjlT
w/ðxÞ; r2Þ

where r2ðxÞ ¼ 1

seh i
þ /ðxÞT

X

w

/ðxÞ

ð12Þ

The prediction was extended to a testing period to val-

idate the calibrated models for the study area. Results from

the VRVM-based streamflow prediction model were then

utilized in preparing probabilistic forecasts of droughts.

4 Results and discussion

Seven different variables (see Table 1) that are likely to

influence future streamflows were identified to form the

pool of predictors, and the lumped (averaged over the

entire watershed) monthly time series for all the variables

were prepared for the period 1958–2010. Further, stream-

flow values at the current time step were also considered as

an influencing variable for the forecast models at lead times

ranging from 1 to 4 months. The models were calibrated

and tested using data sets from Jan 1958 to Dec 1993 and

Jan 1994 to Dec 2010 respectively. The monthly anomaly

series were computed for all the variables by subtracting

the corresponding monthly mean values obtained from the

calibration period data. The reason for working with

anomalies was to develop a model that would do better

than simply the long term mean. The lumped monthly time

series for each variable anomaly was tested for fit to a

Gaussian distribution using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)

test at a 5 % significance level, for both calibration and

testing periods. In the present study, a two-step approach

was adopted for transforming non-normally distributed
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continuous variables (Templeton 2011). Firstly, the vari-

able was transformed into a percentile rank, resulting in

uniformly distributed probabilities. The second step

applied the inverse-normal transformation to the results of

the first step to form a variable consisting of normally

distributed z-scores.

4.1 Graphical model-based predictor selection

The graphical modeling technique was used to reveal the

dependence patterns between anomalies of streamflows and

predictor hydroclimatic variables at monthly time step for

the calibration period. Four separate graphical models were

developed for the four forecasting horizons (1–4 months)

using the calibration period (1958–1993) data. The

threshold value chosen for pruning the inverse scaled

precision matrix was adopted as 0.0863 corresponding to a

5 % significance level for the length of the record. The

graph obtained for the 1 month-ahead prediction model is

shown in Fig. 2. Predictors relevant for streamflow pre-

diction are outlined by thick boxes, and thick dark con-

necting lines represent a strong connection between the two

variables at the ends.

The graph summarizes the interactions that manifest

within transformed anomalies of different variables. Since

the main objective was to identify predictors and model

streamflows at lead time of 1 month (predictand), the focus

was on the association between streamflow anomaly

(SFt?1) and the other predictors. Figure 2 reveals that

prediction of 1-month ahead streamflows is highly influ-

enced by precipitation (PPTN) and soil moisture (SMTR)

anomalies with maximum connection strengths. The con-

nection strengths between streamflow anomaly, and rest of

the predictor anomalies are negligible. Figure 2 further

suggests that, given anomaly values of precipitation and

soil moisture, streamflow anomaly is independent of the

remaining predictors thereby resulting in a parsimonious

model construction.

Table 2 lists the selected predictors for the 2-, 3- and

4-months forecast models (graphs not shown for brevity).

In case of 2-month ahead streamflow forecast, soil mois-

ture, precipitation and runoff anomalies possess strong

connections with streamflow anomaly. Thus, parsimony

could be achieved even as the streamflow forecasting time

horizon changed to 2 months, but at a reduced level

compared to 1-month lead time. For a 3-month time hori-

zon, significant connection strengths were observed

between anomalies of streamflows and soil moisture, run-

off, temperature, and evaporation. In the case of 4-month

ahead forecasts, only soil moisture anomaly shows signif-

icant connection with streamflow anomaly (Table 2).

While the graphs and connection strengths establish

conditional independence relationships and help identify

the reduced predictor sets, they do not necessarily reveal

the structure of the model to be employed, nor do they

indicate the level of performance that will be achieved by

these models. However, some preliminary insights are

offered by the graph. Figure 2, for instance, reveals that the

watershed behaves as a reservoir (linear or otherwise) for a

1-month time horizon. The output (streamflows) is entirely

determined by the input (precipitation), and storage

(proxied by soil moisture), and hence hydrologic reservoir

models might offer an alternative for modeling stream-

flows. At 2- and 3-month lead times, more variables

Predictor variable 
anomalies for 

SFt+1 in 
decreasing order 

of strength

PPTNt

SMTRt
PPTNt

TEMPt

WIND

PSSRt

EVPNt

SFt

RNFt

SMTRt

SFt+1

Fig. 2 Graphical model for 1 month-ahead monthly streamflow

anomaly prediction. Thick black lines and boxes indicate connections

and predictors, respectively, relevant for streamflow prediction in the

watershed. SFt?1 is streamflow anomaly at 1-month lead time; SFt,

PPTNt, SMTRt, TEMPt, RNFt, EVPNt, PSSRt, and WINDt represent

anomalies of streamflows, precipitation, soil moisture, temperature,

runoff, evaporation, pressure and wind speed, respectively, at current

time step t

Table 2 Graphical model-based predictor selection for the four

streamflow forecast models

Selected predictors X~sel

Forecast model? 1 month

(SFt?1)

2 months

(SFt?2)

3 months

(SFt?3)

4 months

(SFt?4)

Streamflow

anomaly (SFt)

Soil moisture

anomaly (SMTRt)

4 4 4 4

Precipitation

anomaly (PPTNt)

4 4

Temperature

anomaly (TEMPt)

4

Runoff anomaly

(RNFt)

4 4

Evaporation

anomaly (EVPNt)

4

Sea-level pressure

anomaly (PSSRt)

Wind speed

anomaly (WINDt)
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surfaced as necessary inputs offering less dimensionality

reduction compared to 1-month lead time (Table 2). Soil

moisture anomaly was found to have a connection for the

4-month time horizon, suggesting that of all predictors

being considered, soil moisture possesses the longest

memory. However, it is unlikely that a good model for

streamflows can be built on soil moisture anomaly alone,

and such a model would provide at best only a marginal

improvement over the long-term mean. Thus, the utility of

the various predictors to update streamflow forecasts

beyond the long-term mean decreases with increasing time

horizons and establishes our limits of predictability. While

we have focused on streamflows, the graphs also reveal the

nature of the connections between other input variables.

This information would be useful in other hydroclimatic

studies.

The variable anomalies that share connections with

streamflows were also ranked in decreasing order of their

connection strengths and have been shown in Fig. 2. For

1 month-ahead streamflow forecasts, precipitation and soil

moisture anomalies have the highest rankings with nearly

equal strengths. Precipitation anomaly is expected to be a

strong predictor as precipitation is the primary driving

force for streamflow generation, and the strong role of

antecedent moisture conditions is reflected in the equally

high rank for soil moisture anomaly. As the lead time

increases to 2 months, graphical models revealed that

streamflow anomaly is no longer dominated by precipita-

tion and soil moisture anomalies alone (even though they

are ranked among the strongest predictors), as runoff

anomaly also comes into play. The other variables:

anomalies of temperature and evaporation become signifi-

cant predictors at longer forecast horizons.

The feature selection capability of the graphical mod-

eling approach was compared with the state-of-the-art

PMI-based approach, using two stopping criteria: (a) 95th

percentile randomized sample statistic (Sharma 2000), and

(b) the Hampel-based score (May et al. 2008; Fernando

et al. 2009). The 95th percentile randomized sample sta-

tistic measure listed in Table 3 suggests that the variable is

to be selected as a potential predictor when its PMI is

greater than this threshold value. The results using PMI on

the calibration period data with criterion (a) suggested that

the entire set of predictors would be selected in this

instance (see Table 3), thereby achieving no dimensional-

ity reduction for any of the forecasting horizons. Another

disadvantage of the PMI-based method was the computa-

tional time involved in the 95th percentile randomized

sample statistic estimation. When using PMI along with

criterion (b), as the variables are correlated with each other,

predictor identification was thwarted by the masking effect

that was also noted by previous researchers (May et al.

2008; Fernando et al. 2009). While PMI-based methods are

useful for predictor selection, the present study found the

graphical model approach to be more effective for the

hydroclimatic data set pertaining to the watershed.

4.2 Streamflow prediction

Once the nature of conditional independence was revealed

between anomalies of streamflows and different hydrocli-

matic variables using the graphical modeling approach, the

set of variables with strong connections to streamflow

anomaly were considered for the second objective of

developing a parsimonious model for predicting stream-

flows at each of the different lead times. Streamflows were

predicted for the four lead time horizons (1–4 months) in

the following two ways: (i) using all the variables in X~ � Y

as predictors, and (ii) using the reduced variable set X~sel,

consisting of selected predictors. The model first predicted

the streamflow anomaly, which was then converted into

streamflows. The coefficient of determination (R2), Nash–

Sutcliffe Efficiency (E), and root mean square error

(RMSE) values obtained between predicted and observed

values of streamflows for both calibration and testing

periods for the four forecasting horizons are listed in

Table 4. For all the four lead times, the performance

evaluation measures calculated for the VRVM model for

the two cases—using X~ � Y and X~sel as predictors are very

similar. The R2, E and RMSE calculated for the parsimo-

nious (X~sel-based) 1-month lead time forecast model is

0.69, 0.48 and 81.3 respectively, and those are close to

results of the X~ � Y-based model (0.71, 0.5, and 79.6, in

Table 4) during calibration. In certain instances (lead

times = 1, 3 and 4 months), it is observed that the parsi-

monious X~sel-based model outperforms the X~ � Y-based

model during the testing period.

In addition to using VRVM, popular statistical tools such as

ANN and ARMAX were used to compare the performance of

X~ � Y and X~sel-based models. ANN regression model adop-

ted in the study comprised of input nodes corresponding to

X~ � Y and X~sel, streamflow anomaly as the output node, and n

hidden neurons that are arranged in the hidden layer. The

neurons in different layers interact with each other via

weighted connections. A feed-forward network ANN was

used in the present study, using Levenberg–Marquardt back-

propagation scheme as the learning algorithm. The third

model: ARMAX (p, q, r) consists of p autoregressive, q

moving average, and r exogenous input predictor terms. While

the autoregression model (AR) specifies the dependence of the

output variable Y on its value at previous p time steps, the

moving average (MA) part is a linear regression of current and

previous q white noise error terms. The white noise error terms
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are normally distributed. In this study, the predictors in

X
n

� Y and Xsel are the exogenous inputs in the ARMAX

model. The R2, E and RMSE values calculated for these two

regression techniques for all the forecast models are provided

in Table 4. During ANN model calibration, while the X
n

� Y-

based model results are slightly superior to X
n

sel-based models,

they performed equally well during the testing period.

Whereas using ARMAX regression, especially for the 1-, 2-,

and 4-months forecasts, the parsimonious models performed

as well as the X
n

� Y-based model. At 2-, 3- and 4-months lead

times, models with autoregressive lags of 1, 4 and 1, respec-

tively, performed better. However, the best performing par-

simonious ARMAX models at all lead times agree with the

graphical model-based predictor selection; they do not use any

previous month streamflows. In Table 4, also provided are the

RBF kernel width rker, the number of hidden neurons in the

hidden layer n, and the AR and MA lags {p, q} corresponding

to the best VRVM, ANN and ARMAX models, respectively.

The selection criterion for rker for VRVM was based on

achieving high variational lower bound value while preserving

good generalization capabilities (Tripathi and Govindaraju

2011). The results from different regression techniques for

X
n

� Y - and Xsel-based models indicate that given the reduced

set of predictor variables with strong connections X~sel through

conditional independence, no extra information from other

variables X~ � X~sel � Y was needed to improve streamflow

prediction performance using the three models, thus resulting

in parsimonious models.

The prediction of streamflow anomaly using the hy-

droclimatic precursor anomalies selected by the graphical

model is expected to be more reliable if the selected

variables have relatively high connection strengths. In the

present study, models for 1-month lead time forecasts

revealed strong dependence patterns between anomalies of

streamflows and selected hydroclimatic variables. As

expected, results in Table 4 indicate that relatively more

confidence can be placed in making streamflow predictions

for 1-month lead time when compared to other longer lead

times. To explore other applications, further study was

restricted to streamflow predictions for only 1-month lead

time. In this case, two hydroclimatic variables (precipita-

tion and soil moisture) are identified by the graphical

modeling approach as exhibiting strong connections with

streamflow anomaly (Fig. 2).

The VRVM streamflow prediction model was used for

further analysis because it yields predictive distributions of

forecasted streamflows instead of point estimates allowing

for probabilistic classification. The calibrated VRVM

model for 1-month lead time with parsimonious inputs had

kernel width rker = 200, and its performance was evalu-

ated for both calibration (1958–1993) and testing

(1994–2010). The R2 values were 0.69 and 0.62, and

RMSE values were 81.3 and 115.7 respectively during

calibration and testing periods (Table 4). Comparisons

between observed and predicted 1 month-ahead stream-

flows for some years in calibration and testing (forecasted

using the parsimonious model) are shown in Fig. 3. The

plots indicate that the developed model could capture the

trends in flows both during the calibration and testing

periods. These plots also show error band of one-standard

deviation about the predicted values for the selected years.

There is good agreement between observed and predicted

monthly streamflows, especially during low flow months in

1981–1982, 1984, 1986, 1988, and 1991 as shown in

Fig. 3a. The high flows/peaks in some months (in 1986,

1988 and 1992) matched well with the predicted values. As

seen in Fig. 3b, low flows were predicted well in 2002, and

during the years 2005–2009 of the testing period. The

predicted flows for the years 1999–2001 closely followed

the observed values. There are some observed high flows

that are outside the prediction band during the testing

period. Flow peaks of such magnitudes occurred only in

this time window (Fig. 3b), and were not present during

calibration period causing these discrepancies. Figure 3

also contains the plots of inputs to the parsimonious pre-

diction model—monthly precipitation and soil moisture

Table 3 Details of stepwise

predictor selection using PMI

criterion

a Denotes the 95th percentile

randomized sample PMI score

Variable anomaly Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

PMI 95th PMIa PMI 95th PMIa PMI 95th PMIa PMI 95th PMIa

SF 0.155 0.016 0.066 0.020 0.036 0.021 0.042 0.020

SMTR 0.166 0.020 0.080 0.022 0.054 0.020 0.053 0.017

RNF 0.151 0.020 0.050 0.022 0.038 0.019 0.048 0.017

TEMP 0.061 0.019 0.062 0.019 0.054 0.020 0.044 0.019

PPTN 0.140 0.018 0.043 0.018 0.028 0.021 0.027 0.019

EVPN 0.079 0.018 0.070 0.018 0.053 0.019 0.035 0.019

PSSR 0.063 0.019 0.065 0.021 0.045 0.019 0.036 0.022

WIND 0.051 0.018 0.045 0.017 0.044 0.018 0.033 0.019
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Table 4 Coefficient of determination (R2), Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (E) and root mean square error (RMSE) values for comparing calibration

and validation performance of monthly streamflow prediction models at different lead times

VRVM

(rker = 200)

GM-VRVM

(rker = 200)

ANN

(n = 3)

GM-ANN

(n = 3)

ARMAX

(p = 0, q = 6)

GM-ARMAX

(p = 0, q = 2)

Lead time = 1 month

Calibration

R2 0.71 0.69 0.74 0.70 0.70 0.70

E 0.50 0.48 0.55 0.49 0.49 0.49

RMSE (cumecs) 79.60 81.30 75.40 79.90 79.96 80.04

Validation

R2 0.61 0.62 0.58 0.61 0.62 0.62

E 0.33 0.36 0.32 0.36 0.37 0.36

RMSE (cumecs) 117.80 115.70 119.27 115.78 114.8 115.27

VRVM

(rker = 220)

GM-VRVM

(rker = 150)

ANN

(n = 4)

GM-ANN

(n = 3)

ARMAX

(p = 1, q = 1)

GM-ARMAX

(p = 0, q = 1)

Lead time = 2 months

Calibration

R2 0.63 0.62 0.66 0.63 0.63 0.63

E 0.40 0.38 0.43 0.40 0.40 0.40

RMSE (cumecs) 87.20 88.60 84.76 87.48 86.61 86.79

Validation

R2 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.48 0.48

E 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.18

RMSE (cumecs) 131.90 132.10 132.92 133.15 130.92 130.85

VRVM

(rker = 220)

GM-VRVM

(rker = 150)

ANN

(n = 2)

GM-ANN

(n = 2)

ARMAX

(p = 4, q = 3)

GM-ARMAX

(p = 0, q = 1)

Lead time = 3 months

Calibration

R2 0.61 0.61 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.62

E 0.37 0.37 0.42 0.40 0.40 0.38

RMSE (cumecs) 88.89 89.50 85.79 86.75 86.48 87.81

Validation

R2 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.50 0.49

E 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.18

RMSE (cumecs) 131.80 131.09 131.28 131.36 130.55 131.82

VRVM

(rker = 200)

GM-VRVM

(rker = 255)

ANN

(n = 2)

GM-ANN

(n = 2)

ARMAX

(p = 1, q = 1)

GM-ARMAX

(p = 0, q = 3)

Lead time = 4 months

Calibration

R2 0.62 0.61 0.64 0.60 0.62 0.62

E 0.39 0.37 0.40 0.37 0.39 0.38

RMSE (cumecs) 88.40 89.30 87.05 89.80 87.82 88.37

Validation

R2 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.51 0.51

E 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.19

RMSE (cumecs) 136.15 135.16 135.19 135.27 134.94 134.97

Results are shown for three regression models: VRVM, ANN and ARMAX using all hydroclimatic predictors, and using parsimonious models (GM-

VRVM, GM-ANN, and GM-ARMAX) at lead times 1–4 months. In the table, rker is the kernel width parameter used in VRVM model, n is the number of

hidden neurons in ANN model, and p and q are respectively the number of auto-regressive lags and moving average lags in ARMAX model
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values. As expected, the flow peaks in the years shown are

associated with increased monthly precipitation and soil

moisture values. Extremely low flows during the calibra-

tion period-for instance, in 1984, 1988, 1992, and during

the testing period—in 1999, 2007 and 2010, are well cor-

related with the low values of both the inputs.

Additionally, the resulting graphical model imparts

useful information about the underlying hydrologic model.

If we consider only streamflows as the output of interest,

low streamflow values are generally associated with base-

flow conditions where soil moisture plays a dominant role

in determining the fluxes that maintain streamflows. Any

precipitation likely pushes the existing soil moisture

towards the stream. For peak streamflows, even though

these two variables are still the prominent predictors for

1-month lead time (Fig. 2), it is likely that all the non-

linearities are not well captured in the prediction model.

The implication is that the model is more capable of pre-

dicting low streamflow values and is therefore more suit-

able for conducting drought-related studies. Such a model

could serve as a trigger for 1-month ahead hydrologic

droughts, and would be useful for allocating surface water

rights for irrigation purposes.

4.3 Application to hydrological droughts

The standardized streamflow drought index was used for

drought analysis in the watershed (Shukla and Wood

2008). This index is similar to the standardized precipita-

tion index (SPI) calculated for categorizing meteorological

droughts (McKee et al. 1993). A positive value of this

index quantifies the degree of wetness, while a negative

value indicates the degree of dryness. Table 5 presents the

drought severity classification by U S Drought Monitor

available at http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/classify.htm for

different hydrological conditions ranging from exceptional

drought (D4) to exceptionally wet (W4).

In order to assess the drought forecasting ability of the

model, the Heidke skill score (HSS) was computed (Do-

swell et al. 1990; Jolliffe and Stephenson 2003; Wilks

2006). The HSS gages the accuracy of the model forecast

relative to the accuracy of random chance. The range of

HSS is -? to 1. A score of 0 reflects no skill, a score of 1

is attained with perfect forecasts, whereas, negative scores

indicate that chance forecasts are better than the predic-

tions. Cases of drought/non-drought are listed in a square

contingency table (Table 6) to provide a quantitative

Fig. 3 Comparison of observed and predicted monthly streamflows

during (a) 1980–1993 in the calibration period and (b) 1997–2010 in

the testing period. The upper and lower prediction bounds correspond

to one standard error of prediction. Inputs to the parsimonious

prediction model—monthly soil moisture (SMTR) and precipitation

(PPTN) are shown above the respective streamflow plots
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assessment of the drought prediction ability of the model

during both calibration and testing periods. During the

model calibration, out of a total of 179 droughts observed,

the model identified 114 instances. For the testing period,

the model predicted drought 32 times out of the 54

observed droughts. The HSS scores shown in Table 6

indicate acceptable performance (Barnston 1992).

The standardized streamflow index values computed

from predicted and observed 1 month-ahead streamflows

during the testing period are shown in Fig. 4. The different

drought and wet categories are shown by horizontal shaded

bands for easier interpretation. Inspection of Fig. 4 shows

good predictions by the model for the dry periods. The

most severe hydrologic droughts were observed in 1994,

1999, 2001, 2007 and 2010, and are predicted by the model

too. Continuously dry months predicted during 1999 and

the summer of 2001 and 2007 match well with observa-

tions. In the testing period, overall, normal-to-wet condi-

tions dominated streamflows; while there were some

observed streamflow deficits, the model predicted more

droughts, both in number and in severity.

The conditional independence-based model developed

in the study was used for analyzing low flow predictions

during the testing period. To disaggregate the soil moisture

and precipitation anomaly data corresponding to drought

and non-drought conditions, the means of these predictors

for both the categories were determined. For any new pair

of soil moisture and precipitation anomaly data, the

Euclidean distances to the centers of drought and non-

drought cases were computed as a and b, respectively, as

shown in Fig. 5. During the testing period, streamflows

were predicted for all the data sets falling in the drought

category (i.e. a \ b in Fig. 5) using the conditional model

developed for low values of streamflows during the cali-

bration period. The predicted streamflows were categorized

into different drought states based on thresholds in Table 5

for probabilistic analysis.

Probabilistic prediction of different drought categories

performed during the testing period is shown in Fig. 6. The

height of the designated color bar for each drought cate-

gory in any drought event reflects the probability of that

particular class, thus providing a probabilistic classification

and expressing model uncertainty in assigning a drought

class to predicted streamflow events. This drought classi-

fication was performed only when the precursors—pre-

cipitation and soil moisture anomalies from the previous

month—suggested drought conditions. Overall, the results

are consistent with low streamflow values corresponding to

higher probabilities of drought categories.

Whenever a drought was observed, the associated

probabilities of drought classes were markedly high com-

pared to non-drought classes. If we examine the excep-

tional drought (D4) events during the testing period

(Fig. 6), in August and November months of 1999, D4

droughts were predicted by the model with a probability of

44 and 38 % respectively, during summer of 2001, on an

average 30 % probability for D4 drought was obtained, and

in November 2010, a 43 % D4 drought was predicted. In

most of these cases, the observed droughts were of similar

severity. A smaller number of drought occurrences were

reported during the testing period in this watershed. The

normal cases were accurately predicted by the model, and a

few wet scenarios had a high chance despite existing

drought conditions. These differences highlight some of the

limitations of the approach, but are also reflective of the

level of uncertainty and limits of predictability that can be

achieved from 1-month hydrologic drought trigger infor-

mation for this watershed.

5 Summary and conclusions

This study utilizes the graphical modeling technique

employing conditional independence to address predictor

selection in hydroclimatic analysis. Tests with linear and

non-linear synthetic data sets demonstrated the dimen-

sionality reduction achieved by this approach. Compari-

sons with other state-of-the-art predictor selection method

Table 5 Drought categories and corresponding standardized

streamflow drought index range

Drought category Description Rangea

D4 Exceptional drought (-? to -2.0]

D3 Extreme drought (-2.0 to -1.6]

D2 Severe drought (-1.6 to -1.3]

D1 Moderate drought (-1.3 to -0.8]

D0 Abnormally dry (-0.8 to -0.5]

Normal Normal condition (-0.5 to 0.5)

W0 Abnormally wet [0.5 to 0.8)

W1 Moderately wet [0.8 to 1.3)

W2 Severely wet [1.3 to 1.6)

W3 Extremely wet [1.6 to 2.0)

W4 Exceptionally wet [2.0 to ?)

a () open ended boundary, [] closed ended boundary

Table 6 Contingency table showing drought prediction performance

during calibration and testing periods

Drought forecast Calibrationa Testingb

Drought observed Drought observed

Yes No Yes No

Yes 114 60 32 26

No 65 193 22 124

a Heidke Skill Score: HSScalibration = 0.41, b HSStesting = 0.40
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based on PMI showed that the proposed graphical model-

ing approach was more robust and incurred smaller com-

putational burden.

Using the streamflow data for an Indiana watershed,

results were examined for four different time horizons

using a set of eight variables that are expected to

influence the monthly streamflows. The graphs revealed

that given precipitation and soil moisture, other variables

are not needed for 1 month-ahead streamflow forecasts,

while runoff would be needed for 2-month lead time

forecasts. Soil moisture and precipitation, apart from

being conditionally important as predictors, also pos-

sessed the strongest connection strengths. Temperature,

runoff, and evaporation shared an on-and-off relationship

with streamflows at longer lead times. However, the

long-term mean of streamflows would likely not be

improved upon with the help of other hydroclimatic

variables for lead times greater than 2 months.

The graphical modeling approach allowed for develop-

ment of a parsimonious VRVM-based probabilistic model

for prediction of streamflows. The forecast model was used

for prediction of streamflows and hydrological droughts

over the study area. The prediction performance was

evaluated in terms of R2, E and RMSE values (Table 4) and

the resulting parsimonious models demonstrated similar

performance as the higher dimensional models. The pre-

dictive capabilities were equally good while using the

parsimonious models during model testing. Results from

popular statistical techniques such as ANN and ARMAX

yielded similar results. Drought analysis results using a

contingency table showed that more than 50 % of drought

incidents during the calibration and testing periods were

Fig. 4 Observed and predicted values of standardized streamflow drought index for the model testing period (1994–2010)

Fig. 5 Scatter plot between soil

moisture (SMTR) and

precipitation (PPTN) anomaly

data showing centers of

‘Drought’ and ‘Non-Drought’

categories. Whenever a \ b (i.e.

drought category), a

probabilistic prediction of

drought categories are made
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successfully captured, indicating overall model robustness.

On the other hand, the PMI-based predictor selection had

suggested to retain the entire predictor set as shown in

Table 3.

The following conclusions are drawn from the graphical

model-based predictor selection study:

(i) The graphical modeling approach utilized here

was successful in establishing conditional inde-

pendence that led to reduced model complexity

especially for 1-month lead time.

(ii) The method allowed development of parsimoni-

ous models that were used for conducting an

exploratory analysis into droughts.

(iii) The general results and conclusions about the

importance of soil moisture and precipitation for

short-term streamflow predictions are likely to

hold for other similar-sized watersheds as well.

The same is true for the level of prediction

capability at 1-month lead times.

(iv) However, the specific graphs are likely to be

different for different watersheds even for the

same time lag, as relative importance of variables

for streamflow prediction would depend very

much on precipitation rates, travel times and

storage capacities of individual watersheds.

These properties are known to be scale-depen-

dent, and the evolution of these graphs with

spatial scale would allow us to determine how the

roles of predictor variables change with scale—a

topic of future study.

Overall, this method holds promise for applications in

statistical models where predictor selection is of concern,

for example, in downscaling studies. The method would

serve as a useful first step before construction of complex

models is undertaken, especially when physics-based

models are either not available or are too complex for

practical use. The conditional independence structure

would provide useful insights into the construction of

models for various hydrologic applications.
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